Santa Barbara County Education Office
Curriculum Council Meeting
August 24, 2018

Marriott Hotel, Buellton  Nojoqui Falls Room*
8:30 – 11:15 a.m.

AGENDA

8:30 Coffee and refreshments

8:40 Welcome
Introductions, New Members, and Grounding  Barger

8:55 Accountability (State and Federal) Update  Barger
Brief federal update
State systems, including SBAC scores, chronic absenteeism, 5-year graduation rates, additional CCI indicators, SARC template, LCAP

9:20 Dashboard Redesign  Braney and Babb
Changes to the CA school dashboard coming this fall

9:35 Demonstration and Dialogue: Assessment Data  Braney and Barger
Creating context by using state and county data to look at trends; resources provided and time to collaborate

Break

10:15 Standards, Assessment, Curriculum, Frameworks and Legislation
Science adoption, Health framework, World Language and Computer Science updates; Additions to CA Healthy Youth Act; Ethnic Studies model curriculum, HSS Adoption Toolkit, Media Literacy… and much more!

10:30 Using the HEALTH framework and standards as foundation for Social Emotional Learning.
The new health framework is featured this year, and supports the integration of SEL, required standards, legislated requirements, and developmentally appropriate non-cognitive skills for all students at all grades. We’ll dive in and discuss.

10:55 Upcoming Opportunities / CISC Symposium
Student art exhibit opportunity
2018-19 PD offerings
Funds available for TK certification and PD
CISC Symposium registration open now

11:15 Close

Next meeting: October 12, 2018
For notes and information

*Publisher display fees generated by the SBCEO Publishers’ Fair provide funding for the meeting room and refreshments